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Abstract—In vehicular crowdsourcing, task requesters rely on
a server to distribute spatial crowdsourcing tasks to on-road ve-
hicular workers based on interests and locations. To protect the
privacy of the interests and locations, both requesters and workers
prefer to encrypt the information before uploading them to the
server. However, such an encryption-before-outsourcing paradigm
makes it a challenging issue to conduct the task matching. In this
paper, we propose a Privacy-Preserving Task Matching (PPTM)
with threshold similarity search via vehicular crowdsourcing. We
first propose an interest-based PPTM by transforming vehicular
workers’ interests into binary vectors. By using Symmetric-key
Threshold Predicate Encryption (STPE) and proxy re-encryption,
PPTM achieves privacy-preserving multi-keyword task matching
with Jaccard similarity search in multi-worker multi-requester set-
ting. Furthermore, by comparing the Euclidean distances between
workers and requesters against a pre-defined threshold, PPTM
preserves the location privacy of workers and requesters that only
reveals the comparison results to the crowdsourcing server. The se-
curity analysis and extensive experiments demonstrate that PPTM
protects the confidentiality of locations and interests of requesters
and workers while achieving the efficient task matching.

Index Terms—Vehicular crowdsourcing, task matching,
similarity search, privacy-preserving.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the proliferation of mobile devices and the ubiq-
uity of wireless communications, vehicular crowdsourc-

ing [1] has emerged as a novel and transformative paradigm
that enables task requesters to release crowdsourcing tasks to
a vehicular crowdsourcing server. The vehicular crowdsourcing
server can distribute spatial crowdsourcing (SC) tasks to nearby
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vehicular workers of related interests [2]–[4]. To do so, the
vehicular workers can search and complete the tasks on the
crowdsourcing server (i.e., crowd server) based on their interests
and locations. For instance, in the Meituan1 platform, if a task
requester uses his/her mobile device to submit a task of food
delivery to the crowd server with rewards, the crowd server
allocates the task to a nearby vehicular worker of related interest.
Then, the suitable deliveryman (i.e., vehicular worker) accepts
the delivery task and performs the assigned task. Finally, the
deliveryman fetches the food from the designated restaurant and
delivers it to the task requester.

Task matching plays an important role in vehicular crowd-
sourcing, which enables the crowd server to allocate SC tasks
to vehicular workers based on their interests and locations.
Specifically, given two pre-defined thresholds θ and δ, the crowd
server performs threshold similarity search for spatial interest
task matching. Namely, the Jaccard similarities between the
interests of vehicular workers and the task requester should be
greater than or equal to θ, and the Euclidean distances between
the locations of vehicular workers and the task requester should
be less than δ. By using the threshold similarity search, the
crowd server can successfully check whether the interests and
locations of the vehicular workers meet the requirements of the
requesters. In [5], [6], according to the task requirements of
the requesters and the locations and interests of the vehicular
workers, the crowd server can accurately perform task-worker
matching operations. However, such a matching mechanism in-
evitably discloses the private information of both task requesters
and vehicular workers to the crowd server, such as home address,
health status, vehicle trajectories, and habits. Specifically, the
untrusted crowd server may sell vehicular workers’ interests
and locations to other entities for monetary reasons. Hence, the
task requirements and vehicular workers’ interests and locations
should be protected. Several privacy-preserving task matching
mechanisms [7], [8] have been proposed to achieve spatial
crowdsourcing, and they mainly focus on worker privacy pro-
tection. Nevertheless, the crowd server can obtain the sensitive
information of vehicular workers by analyzing the query results
and task content. Therefore, it is important to explore a privacy-
preserving spatial interest task matching mechanism in vehicular
crowdsourcing that can simultaneously protect the privacy of
tasks and workers.
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Currently, many efforts have been devoted to protect the dual
privacy of both workers and requesters by using encryption-
before-outsourcing method [7]–[9], such as searchable en-
cryption [10], [11]. In the traditional searchable encryption
schemes [10]–[14], the crowd server mainly performs secure
search in the single-worker single-requester setting [10], [12],
[13], [15], and excutes the single keyword search [11], [14].
However, different vehicular workers are interested in different
tasks in vehicular crowdsourcing, and each worker’s interests
consist of multiple keywords. To address this issue, proxy re-
encryption based task matching mechanisms [8], [9], [16], [17]
have been designed, but most of them cannot support both spatial
and interest crowdsourcing at the same time. To realize such
functionality, some spatial keyword search schemes [18]–[20]
have been proposed, which can provide spatial keyword query
services over encrypted data. Unfortunately, most existing spa-
tial keyword search schemes mainly obtain the query results
based on the relative scores or the geometric range the worker
owned, which may leak the sensitive information about the
matched number between the workers’ interests and the task
requirements, or the workers’ locations. With threshold simi-
larity search, the crowd server executes compute-then-compare
operations with a pre-defined threshold, which guarantees that
only the magnitude of the query result and the threshold is
revealed and no key information of the vehicular workers and
the task requesters can be learned.

In this paper, we propose an efficient and Privacy-Preserving
Task Matching (PPTM) scheme via vehicular crowdsourcing,
which supports multi-keyword search in the multi-requester
multi-worker setting. In vehicular crowdsourcing, if vehicular
workers submit their locations and interests to the crowd server,
the crowd server can securely perform task matching with
threshold similarity search to assign SC tasks to the vehicu-
lar workers based on the location constraint and the interest
constraint. To achieve multi-keyword search, we employ matrix
decomposition to generate encryption keys and re-encryption
keys. Moreover, we use proxy re-encryption to converse the
encryption keys of both indexes and trapdoors to the symmetric
keys of transformed indexes and trapdoors, which supports flex-
ible key distribution in the multi-worker multi-requester setting.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
� We propose an efficient and Privacy-Preserving Task

Matching (PPTM) scheme with threshold similarity search
using vehicular crowdsourcing that preserves both task
privacy and vehicular worker privacy.

� We utilize matrix decomposition and proxy re-encryption
to support multi-keyword search in multi-user model. Fur-
thermore, an aggregation solution is integrated into our
PPTM to improve the task matching performance.

� We prove the security of PPTM in terms of the confi-
dentiality of task requirements as well as interests and
locations of vehicular workers. Moreover, experimental
results demonstrate that the computational cost of PPTM
is far less than the existing schemes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we discuss the related works. In Section III, we introduce
our system model, threat model, problem statement, and design

goals. In Section IV, we provide the preliminaries. After that,
we present the overview of PPTM in Section V. We give the
detailed construction of PPTM in Section VI. We analyze the
security of PPTM in Section VII. In Section VIII, we conduct
experiments to evaluate the performance of PPTM. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly introduce some existing works
related to privacy-preserving task matching for crowdsourcing
and searching over encrypted data.

A. Privacy-Preserving Task Matching for Crowdsourcing

Task matching has been extensively studied with the rapid
development of crowdsourcing [5], [9], [16], [24]. In specific,
vehicular crowdsourcing based platform [25] usually allocates
SC tasks to the vehicular workers according to the worker mod-
els, such as worker’s performance history [5], social profiles [6],
locations [26], or interests [9], [20]. Meanwhile, considering that
the crowd server is not fully trusted, privacy issues in crowd-
sourcing have been widely investigated in recent years, including
worker privacy and task privacy. Since vehicular crowdsourcing
usually requires locations and interests of vehicular workers to
execute task matching, protecting vehicular workers’ privacy
(e.g., locations and interests) and task privacy is considerable
issue. In particular, Gong et al. [7] proposed a flexible task rec-
ommendation to balance utility, security, and efficiency. Based
on the differential privacy and geocasting, To et al. [27] proposed
a privacy protection mechanism to preserve location privacy in
spatial crowdsourcing. However, all these works [7], [27] only
aim to protect worker privacy, and rely on a trusted authority
to execute task matching over encrypted data. Shu et al. [16]
employed Elgamal encryption to design a secure and efficient
task recommendation method, which can simultaneously protect
task privacy and worker privacy. However, it only supports
single-keyword search. Furthermore, Shu et al. [9] utilized
ASPE and proxy re-encryption to achieve multi-keyword search,
but they use the matrix to denote the worker’s keywords and
introduces a key-based hash function to protect the privacy of
worker’s keywords, which may reduce task matching efficiency.

B. Searching Over Encrypted Data

To protect the privacy of tasks and workers, the requesters and
workers usually encrypt their task requirements and workers’
locations before outsourcing to the crowd server. Searching over
encrypted data has been extensively studied, such as searchable
symmetric encryption [9], [10], [12], [13] and public-key based
searchable encryption [21]–[23], [28], [29]. Song et al. [10]
first proposed the practical searchable encryption, and Boneh
et al. first presented the public-key based keyword search-
able encryption [29]. Subsequently, several searchable encryp-
tion schemes have been proposed, such as keyword ranked
searchable encryption [13], fuzzy keyword searchable encryp-
tion [30], semantic search [12], boolean query [18]. However,
all of them only support the single-user setting. That is, the
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TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH PRIOR RELATED SCHEMES

search user who has a corresponding search token for each
owner’s data can be correctly matched. However, the single-user
single-keyword search cannot directly apply to multi-keyword
search in the multi-worker multi-requester model. To address
this issue, in [11], [14], they utilized proxy re-encryption to
achieve multi-user searchable encryption. Unfortunately, the
server needs to encrypt the owner’s symmetric key with the
user’s public key. By using the secret key, the user can decrypt
the owner’s symmetric key that can further recover the owner’s
ciphertexts to obtain the sensitive information. Zhang et al. [21]
proposed a privacy-preserving ranked multi-keyword search
with multi-owner (PRMSM) scheme. Nevertheless, PRMSM
relies on an extra middleware to build indexes and generate
trapdoors for the data owners and search users, which limits
its usage in real vehicular crowdsourcing applications.

Different from the previous works, we aim to design an
efficient and privacy-preserving spatial interest task matching
scheme via vehicular crowdsourcing, which can achieve multi-
keyword search in the multi-worker multi-requester setting. As
shown in TABLE I, we compare our PPTM with the prior related
schemes in terms of functionality and security.

III. SYSTEM MODEL, THREAT MODEL, PROBLEM STATEMENT,
AND DESIGN GOALS

In this section, we formulate the system model, threat model,
problem statement, and design goals.

A. System Model

The system model is derived from the task matching model
in vehicular crowdsourcing. As shown in Fig. 1, there are four
different entities in our system model, namely a key genera-
tion center (KGC), a crowd server, task requesters, vehicular
workers.
� KGC: KGC is a trusted third party to generate secret

keys and re-encryption keys, and distribute them to all
participating entities.

� Crowd server: The crowd server has strong storage and
computation abilities. On the one hand, the crowd server
can store the vehicular workers’ locations and interests. On
the other hand, the crowd server can provide task matching
services for the task requesters based on the interests and
locations of the vehicular workers.

� Task requesters: The task requesters submit their SC tasks
to the crowd server for finding the vehicular workers who
have related interests and nearby positions. To protect the

Fig. 1. System model.

confidentiality of the task requirements, the task requesters
generate trapdoors for the task requirements and send them
to the crowd server.

� Vehicular workers: The on-road vehicular workers drive
vehicles to find and complete the allocated tasks. In ad-
dition, the vehicular workers encrypt their locations and
interests and upload them to the crowd server. According
to the interests and locations of the vehicular workers, the
crowd server allocates the tasks to suitable workers.

B. Threat Model

In our threat model, KGC is fully trusted, and the com-
munication between KGC and other participating entities is
secure. The task requesters are fully trusted. The crowd server
is semi-honest (i.e., honest-but-curious) [8], [17], [20], [31],
which properly follows the designed protocols but may try to
learn some sensitive information of the vehicular workers and
task requesters (e.g., task requirements, task specification, as
well as interests and locations of vehicular workers). What’s
more, the vehicular workers are semi-honest, and they may try
to learn the sensitive information of the task requesters and the
other vehicular workers. Moreover, we consider that there is
no collusion between the crowd server and vehicular workers.
Since the crowd server is usually viewed as a large server that
considers the importance of reputation, collusion attacks are easy
to detect and may reduce the reputation of the crowd server once
caught [9]. Based on the available information that the crowd
server may derive, we consider two attack models as follows.
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Fig. 2. An example of task matching via vehicular crowdsourcing.

� Known-Plaintext-Attack (KPA): The crowd server can ob-
tain several plaintext-ciphertext pairs of objects (e.g., the
workers’ interests and the corresponding ciphertexts, the
requesters’ requirement, and the corresponding query trap-
door). Using the information of these plaintext-ciphertext
pairs, the crowd server tries to obtain the secret keys for
decrypting other ciphertexts.

� Chosen-Plaintext-Attack (CPA): The crowd server can ob-
tain more information than what he gains in the KPA model.
The crowd server can observe several ciphertexts as well
as the corresponding plaintexts.

C. Problem Statement

Let D = {O1, O2, . . . , Om} be a spatial interest database.
Each object Oi (i ∈ [1,m]) in database D can be denoted as
{Wi, Li}, where Wi = {wi,1, wi,2, . . . , wi,ni

} is a keyword set,
i.e., interest description, and Li = (xi, yi) is a user’s location in
the database, i.e., coordinate. Each vehicular worker ui obtains
his/her task allocation from the crowd server according to its
location and interest. The worker’s interest Ii can be defined by
a keyword setWi, which belongs to a collectionW of keywords.
Before a task requester uq publishes a new task requirement Q,
which also can be denoted as a set of keywords, to the crowd
server, the task requester sets two constraints for task matching.
Firstly, the requester generates a pre-defined threshold θ, and
the keyword-based Jaccard similarity between the worker and
the requester should be greater than or equal to θ. Secondly,
the requester generates another pre-defined threshold δ, and the
Euclidean distance between the locations of the vehicular worker
and the requester should be within the pre-defined threshold δ.

For task matching in vehicular crowdsourcing, the crowd
server calculates the Jaccard similarity between the interest of
the vehicular worker and the task requirement of the requester
and selects the suitable worker whose Jaccard similarity is not
less than θ. After that, the crowd server compares the Euclidean
distances between these vehicular workers and task requester
with δ, and the crowd server sends the task to the vehicular
workers whose Euclidean distances to the requester are less than
or equal to δ. As shown in Fig. 2, for the interest constraint,
there exists 7 vehicular workers who satisfy the constraint of
the interest-based Jaccard similarity search, i.e., J(ui, uq) ≥ θ
for i ∈ [1, 7], where J(·, ·) denotes the Jaccard similarity. Then,
the crowd server compares the Euclidean distances between
7 vehicular workers and task requester, and the crowd server

TABLE II
INTERESTS AND LOCATIONS OF VEHICULAR WORKERS

chooses the vehicular workers whose Euclidean distances to the
task requester are within δ. Here, d(Li, Lq) ≤ δ for i ∈ [4, 7],
where d(·, ·) denotes the Euclidean distance between two loca-
tion points, and Li, Lq are the vehicular worker’s location and
the requester’s location, respectively. Thus, u4, u5, u6, u7 are the
suitable vehicular workers for the given requirement. Finally,
the crowd server allocates the task to these four workers to
complete it. We formally define our spatial interest task matching
in vehicular crowdsourcing and present an example as follows.

Definition 1 (Task Matching): Given a task requirement with
keyword set Wq , a Jaccard similarity threshold θ, and a Eu-
clidean distance similarity threshold δ, the spatial interest task
matching via vehicular crowdsourcing can be determined by
two constraints: (i) Interest constraint. That is, the keyword set
Wi ∈W of the vehicular worker ui, whose Jaccard similarity
with the keyword set Wq of the requirement is not less than
θ, i.e., {Wi ∈W |J(Wi,Wq) ≥ θ}; (ii) Location constraint.
The Euclidean distance between the worker’s location and the
requester’s location should be within δ, i.e., d(Li, Lq) ≤ δ.

Example 1: Table II shows a collection of vehicular workers
{u1, u2, u3, u4, u5}, and each vehicular worker has its keyword
set (i.e., interests) and location coordinate. Suppose the keyword
set of task requirement Wq = (w1, w2, w3, w6, w8), the location
coordinate of task requester Lq = (4, 8), the Jaccard similarity
threshold θ is 0.8, and the Euclidean distance threshold δ is
2. Based on the Definition 1, the crowd server first chooses
{u3, u4, u5} as the preselected vehicular workers according to
the Jaccard similarity search, because the Jaccard similarity
between Wq and W3, W4, W5 satisfy J(W3,Wq) =

5
6 ≥ θ,

J(W4,Wq) =
4
5 ≥ θ, andJ(W5,Wq) =

4
5 ≥ θ. After obtaining

the vehicular workers who satisfy Jaccard similarity search, the
crowd server calculates Euclidean distances over the locations
L3, L4, L5 and Lq , respectively. Finally, the crowd server ac-
quires the suitable vehicular worker u3, and allocates the task
to u3, because d(L3, Lq) = 1 < δ, d(L4, Lq) = 6.4 > δ, and
d(L5, Lq) = 2.24 > δ.

Before outsourcing the databaseD to the crowd server, the ve-
hicular worker needs to build and encrypt an indexI, represented
as Enc(I) = {(CB1 , CL1), (CB2 , CL2), . . . , (CBm

, CLm
)},

where CBi
and CLi

are the encrypted binary vector
corresponding to the keyword set and the encrypted
location, and encrypt the spatial interest database D as
Enc(D) = {Enc(O1), Enc(O2), . . . , Enc(Om)}. Besides,
the requester needs to encrypt his/her requirement Q, denoted
as Enc(Q) = (TQ, CLq

), where TQ is the encrypted task
keywords, and CLq

is the encrypted location. Specifically, we
define our privacy preserving task matching as follows.
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Definition 2 (Privacy Preserving Task Matching, PPTM):
Given an encrypted spatial interest database Enc(D), an en-
crypted index Enc(I), and a trapdoor Enc(Q), a PPTM is
to retrieve a subset Γ = {Enc(O1), Enc(O2), . . . , Enc(Om′)}
fromEnc(D) by usingEnc(I) andEnc(Q)without decrypting
on the crowd server such that for anyEnc(Oi) ∈ Γ(i ∈ [1,m′]),
both CBi

◦ TQ ≥ 0 and CLi
◦ CLq

≥ 0 hold, where CLi
◦ CLq

denotes the inner product of CLi
and CLq

.
Remark: To execute privacy-preserving task matching based

on the interest constraint and the location constraint, we trans-
form Jaccard similarity and Euclidean distance similarity in the
plaintext into the inner product in the ciphertext.

D. Design Goals

The aim of PPTM is to achieve efficient spatial interest task
matching using vehicular crowdsourcing while preserving the
confidentiality of requesters’ requirements as well as vehicular
workers’ locations and interests under the above threat model. In
particular, the following goals should be achieved in our scheme.
� Multi-keyword search: PPTM should support multi-

keyword search in the multi-worker multi-requester setting
for spatial interest task matching.

� Index confidentiality and trapdoor confidentiality: PPTM
should guarantee that the crowd server cannot derive the
sensitive information of indexes (i.e., vehicular workers’
interests and locations) and trapdoors (i.e., task require-
ments).

� Index unlinkability and trapdoor unlinkability: In the task
matching process, indexes and trapdoors are exposed to the
crowd server. To protect privacy, the indexes and trapdoors
should be randomized such that the crowd server cannot de-
duce the relationship between these indexes and trapdoors
from their corresponding ciphertexts. That is, the crowd
server cannot infer whether two workers have the same
interests or keywords. Moreover, the ciphertexts of the
same requirement are different in different task matching
processes.

� Efficiency: PPTM should achieve an efficient task matching
process. Namely, PPTM should minimize the computa-
tional cost of task matching in vehicular crowdsourcing.

IV. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce some building blocks that are
used in our proposed scheme, including similarity search [32],
asymmetric scalar-product-preserving encryption (ASPE) [33],
and symmetric-key threshold predicate encryption (STPE) [34].

A. Similarity Search

Suppose that there are m vehicular workers {u1, u2, . . . , um}
in the vehicular crowdsourcing, each worker has its interest
Ii and location Li. Meanwhile, the worker’s interest can be
denoted as a set of keywords. Then, we assume that W =
{W1,W2, . . . ,Wm} is a collection of keyword sets, and each
keyword set Wi ∈W is a subset of W , i.e., Wi ⊆ W , where

W = {w1, w2, . . . , wn} is the whole collection of keywords for
all of the vehicular workers, i.e., keyword dictionary.

According to the vehicular workers’ interests and locations,
the crowd server executes the similarity search to perform task
matching for a given task requirement. Generally speaking, there
are two manners to define the similarity search based on the
interests and locations [34]:
� Jaccard similarity search: For the vehicular workers’ inter-

ests, it returns the keyword sets whose Jaccard similarity
with the keyword set of requirement is not less than a
pre-defined threshold θ.

� Euclidean distance similarity search: For the vehicular
workers’ locations, it returns the vehicular workers’ loca-
tions whose Euclidean distances to the requester’s location
is within a pre-defined threshold δ.

Considering that the task requirement consists of two parts,
namely keyword set and location, we use Jaccard similarity
search to obtain the vehicular workers who have the matched
interests. Subsequently, we utilize Euclidean distance similarity
search to find the suitable workers whose Euclidean distances to
the task requester are less than or equal to δ, i.e., d(Li, Lq) ≤ δ.

To measure the similarity of keyword sets, we utilize Jaccard
similarity as the similarity metric, which can be defined as
follows.
� For any two keyword setsWi andWj , the Jaccard similarity
J(Wi,Wj) can be represented by the division between the
size of Wi ∩Wj and the size of Wi ∪Wj :

J(Wi,Wj) =
|Wi ∩Wj |
|Wi ∪Wj | .

� For any two n-dimensional binary vectors Bi and Bj , the
Jaccard similarity J(Bi, Bj) can be denoted as

J(Bi, Bj) =
Bi ◦Bj

|Bi|2 + |Bj |2 −Bi ◦Bj
,

where |Bi|2 = Bi ◦Bi and |Bj |2 = Bj ◦Bj . The range of
J(Bi, Bj) is [0,1].

Each keyword set Wi (i ∈ [1,m]) can be encoded by using
n-dimensional binary vector, with “1” denotes its existence in
the keyword set and “0” otherwise. Therefore, each keyword set
Wi ∈W can be equivalent converted to be a binary vector Bi =
(b1, b2, . . . , bn), where bi = 1(i ∈ [1, n]) ifwi ∈Wi; otherwise,
bi = 0. By doing so, the Jaccard similarity between two keyword
sets can be transformed to the Jaccard similarity between two
corresponding binary vectors, i.e., J(Wi,Wj) = J(Bi, Bj).

B. Asymmetric Scalar Product Preserving Encryption

Asymmetric scalar product-preserving encryption (ASPE) is
an important technique for similarity search over encrypted data,
by which one can obtain k vectors in the database that are closest
to a given query vector [33]. In ASPE, the Euclidean distances
between two binary vectorsB1,B2, and a binary vectorQ can be
measured by the inner product of these corresponding vectors.
Specifically, the order of the inner products in the plaintext
between the data vectors and the query vector is maintained
by that in the ciphertext. That is, if CQ ◦ CB1 ≤ CQ ◦ CB2 , then
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their plaintext form Q ◦B1 ≤ Q ◦B2 holds, where CB1 , CB2

and CQ are the ciphertexts of B1, B2 and Q, respectively.

C. Symmetric-Key Threshold Predicate Encryption

Symmetric-key Threshold Predicate Encryption (STPE) is a
functional encryption, where query algorithm outputs a function
over the plaintext instead of plaintext itself [35]. Moreover,
given a spatial keyword of vehicular worker and a requirement
of a requester, the crowd server can determine whether the
Jaccard similarity and Euclidean distance similarity between the
vehicular worker and the task requester are within the threshold θ
and δ, respectively. Hence, STPE can realize task matching while
preserving the privacy of both worker and task. Specifically, the
STPE consists of five algorithms as follows:
� STPE.Setup(1λ)→ msk: Given a security parameter λ,

the setup algorithm generates a master secret key msk.
� STPE.KeyGen(msk)→ sk: Given the master secret key
msk, the key generation algorithm outputs a secret key sk.

� STPE.Enc(sk,B)→ CB : Given the secret key sk and
a binary vector B, the encryption algorithm outputs the
encrypted binary vector CB .

� STPE.TrapGen(sk,Q)→ TQ: Given the secret key sk
and a binary vector Q of task requirement, the trapdoor
generation algorithm outputs a search trapdoor TQ.

� STPE.Query(CB , TQ)→ Λ = {0, 1}: Given the en-
crypted vector CQ and the search trapdoor TQ, the query
algorithm outputs a predicate function Λ, which satisfies
the following formula:

Λ =

{
1, J(B,Q) ≥ θ

0, otherwise,

where θ is a pre-defined threshold.

V. OVERVIEW OF PPTM

In this section, we first present our main idea of Privacy-
Preserving Task Matching (PPTM). Then, we provide a frame-
work of PPTM.

A. Main Idea

The task matching with threshold similarity search via ve-
hicular crowdsourcing can be performed based on the interest
constraint and the location constraint. The interest-based task
matching over binary vectors needs to execute the Jaccard
similarity search, and the location-based task matching requires
to implement Euclidean distance similarity search. As shown
in Fig. 3, both the searchable index and query trapdoor can be
represented as n-dimensional binary vectors. To check whether
a binary vector of vehicular worker matches a binary vector of
task requester is equivalent to check whether each “1” bit of the
index is equal to the corresponding bit of trapdoor; otherwise, the
index does not match the corresponding bit of trapdoor. Namely,
the task is not suitable for the worker. A naive privacy-preserving
task matching method is to encrypt each index and traverse
all indexes for a trapdoor to find out the binary vectors of the
vehicular workers satisfying the interest constraint of the Jaccard

Fig. 3. An example of matched index.

similarity search. However, query processing is time-consuming
over a large number of vehicular workers and high-dimensional
binary vectors. To improve the search performance, by using
the aggregation method, the binary vectors with the same prefix
can be aggregated into one vector, and several wildcards “∗”
can be used to represent these different bits to represent the
suffix. By doing so, the crowd server only needs to execute a
one-time query operation to check whether there is a binary
vector that meets the condition of the Jaccard similarity search
in the collection. If not, the crowd server prunes the collection
of binary vectors; otherwise, repeating the Jaccard similarity
search over the subsets of the collection.

As shown in Fig. 4(a), the collection of key-
word sets contains three binary vectors {(1, 1,
0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1)}
with the same prefix (1,1,0,1), which can be aggregated
into one vector B = (1, 1, 0, 1, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗). In the aggregated
vector B, the wildcard “∗” represents that the fifth, sixth,
seventh, and eighth entries are either 0 or 1. Assume that any
aggregated vector can be represented as an n-dimensional
vector B = (Bn1 , Bn2), where Bn1 is an n1-dimensional binary
vector, i.e., Bn1 ∈ {0, 1}n1 , Bn2 = {∗}n2 , and n1 + n2 = n.
By doing so, we can integrate n-dimensional binary vectors
with the same prefix Bn1 into one collection, i.e., the collection
of binary vectors is B = {B̃|B̃ ∈ {0, 1}n, B̃n1 = Bn1}. Let ΛQ

denotes the predicate function to evaluate the Jaccard similarity
between B̃ and Q, where B̃ ∈ B, Q ∈ {0, 1}n, and θ ∈ [0, 1].
Generally speaking, ΛQ = 1 holds if and only if there exists
at least one binary vector B̃ ∈ B such that J(B̃,Q) ≥ θ. That
is, the maximal Jaccard similarity between Q and the binary
vector in B is not less than θ.

After acquiring the initial workers based on the interest
constraint with the Jaccard similarity search, the crowd server
utilizes the Euclidean distance similarity search to obtain the
suitable workers whose locations satisfy d(Li, Lq) ≤ δ.

B. Framework of PPTM

In this subsection, we present a framework of PPTM. Since
the location-based PPTM and interest-based PPTM have the
same operations for task matching, we just describe the entire
process of interest-based PPTM as follows:
� msk ← PPTM.Setup(1λ): Given a security parameter λ,

KGC executes the system setup algorithm, and the algo-
rithm outputs a master secret key msk.

� {(ski, rki), (skq, rkq)}←PPTM.KeyGen(msk, ui, uq):
Given the master secret key msk, a vehicular worker’s
identityui and a task requester’s identityuq , KGC executes
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Fig. 4. An example of keyword encoding and all location situations about a task requester and the bounding area of vehicular workers.

the key generation algorithm to generate the secret key
ski for vehicular worker ui and the corresponding
re-encryption key rki for the crowd server, and KGC also
generates the secret key skq for the requester uq and the
corresponding re-encryption key rkq for the crowd server.

�
˜CBi

← PPTM.IndexEnc(ski, Bi): Given the secret key
ski and a binary vector Bi of the vehicular worker ui, ui

executes the index encryption algorithm, and the algorithm
outputs a ciphertext˜CBi

for the binary vector Bi.
� CBi

← PPTM.IndexTran(rki,˜CBi
): Given the

re-encryption key rki of the vehicular worker ui, the
crowd server executes the index transformation algorithm
and transforms the ciphertext˜CBi

to CBi
.

� T̃Q ← PPTM.TrapGen(skq, Q): Given a binary vector Q
of the task requester uq and the secret key skq , uq exe-
cutes the trapdoor generation algorithm, and the algorithm
outputs a trapdoor T̃Q for the binary vector Q.

� TQ ← PPTM.TrapTran(rkq, T̃Q): Given the re-
encryption key rkq of the task requester uq , the crowd
server executes the trapdoor transformation algorithm and
transforms the trapdoor T̃Q to TQ.

� R ← PPTM.Query({CBi
}mi=1, TQ): Given the transfor-

mative ciphertexts {CBi
}mi=1 and transformative trapdoor

TQ, the crowd server executes the task matching algo-
rithm for interest crowdsourcing, and outputs ΛQ = 1 if
CBi
◦ TQ ≥ 0. As a result, the crowd server obtains the

query resultR = {CBi
|CBi

◦ TQ ≥ 0}.
Subsequently, for the location constraint, the crowd server

similarly executes the task matching mechanism, and ob-
tains the suitable vehicular workers whose locations satisfy
d(Li, Lq) ≤ δ. Thus, the final query result is R′ = {ui|CBi

◦
TQ ≥ 0˜&amp; ˜CLi

◦ CLq
≥ 0}.

VI. CONSTRUCTION OF PPTM

In this section, we give the detailed construction of PPTM.
By leveraging the techniques of ASPE, STPE, and proxy re-
encryption, PPTM can achieve efficient and privacy-preserving
task matching based on the interest constraint and the location
constraint in vehicular crowdsourcing.

In PPTM, we first randomly generate a master secret key
with two invertible matrices, and we randomly decompose the
invertible matrix into two matrices by using matrix decomposi-
tion. Then, based on the proxy re-encryption, PPTM realizes

task matching by utilizing vehicular crowdsourcing without
key sharing over multiple workers and multiple requesters. To
improve the query performance and handle the large-scale task
queries, we employ the aggregation method to design our PPTM.
As shown in Fig. 4(a), to reduce the search complexity, we use
the aggregation method to achieve one-time query operation over
a collection of binary vectors. In Fig. 4(b), we can observe that
there are two location situations between a task requester (i.e.,
red point) and vehicular workers (i.e., black points). The first
situation is that the task requester locates in the bounding area
of vehicular workers, and the other situation is that the task
requester is outside the bounding area of vehicular workers. To
concern the location constraint, we utilize the Euclidean distance
similarity search to realize the task-worker matching. Typically,
the crowd server determines whether the Euclidean distance
between the vehicular worker and the task requester is less than
the threshold δ is equivalent to check whether the inner product
of the corresponding encrypted vectors is positive.

Next, we first present the detailed construction of interest-
based PPTM. Then, after obtaining the query result R from
the interest-based PPTM, we design the location-based PPTM,
which can find the suitable vehicular workers who both satisfy
the interest constraint and the location constraint. Finally, we
give the correctness analysis of both interest-based PPTM and
location-based PPTM.

A. Interest-Based PPTM

Let B = {B = (Bn1 , Bn2)|Bn1 ∈ {0, 1}n1 , Bn2 ∈ {∗}n2}
denotes the class of binary vectors of vehicular workers. Assume
that B = (Bn1 , Bn2) is a binary vector of a vehicular worker
in the class B with the same prefix, we have the following
definition.

Definition 3: Given a binary vector B and a collection B of
binary vectors with the same prefix of B, namely B = {B̃|B̃ ∈
{0, 1}n, B̃n1 = Bn1 , B̃n2 ∈ {∗}n2}, the maximal Jaccard simi-
larity between the binary vector Q and the binary vectors in B
is J(B̃max, Q), where B̃max = (Bn1 , Qn2). Thus, the predicate
function ΛQ is equal to 1 if and only if the maximal Jaccard
similarity is not less than θ, i.e., J(B̃max, Q) ≥ θ.

Based on the Definition 2 and Definition 3, we present the
detailed construction of interest-based PPTM as follows.

1) PPTM.Setup(1λ). Given a security parameter λ, KGC
randomly generates two (3n+ 4)× (3n+ 4) invertible ma-
trices {M1,M2}, a (3n+ 4)-dimensional bit vector S, and a
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permutationπ : R3n+4 → R3n+4 as the master secret key, where
n denotes the size of keyword dictionaryW . The master secret
key msk can be denoted as msk = {M1,M2, S, π}.

2) PPTM.KeyGen(msk, ui, uq). Given a vehicular worker’s
identity ui, KGC first randomly selects two (3n+ 4)× (3n+
4) invertible matrices {Mui,1 ,Mui,2}, and then KGC computes
M ′

ui,1
= M−1

ui,1
M1, M ′

ui,2
= M−1

ui,2
M2. After that, KGC gener-

ates the secret key ski and the re-encryption key rki for the
worker ui and the crowd server as ski = {Mui,1 ,Mui,2 , S, π}
and rki = {M ′

ui,1
,M ′

ui,2
}.

For a task requester uq, KGC first selects two random
(3n+ 4)× (3n+ 4) invertible matrices {Muq,1 ,Muq,2}, and
then KGC computes M ′

uq,1
= M−1

1 M−1
uq,1

, M ′
uq,2

= M−1
2 M−1

uq,2
.

After that KGC generates the secret key skq and the re-
encryption key rkq as skq = {Muq,1 ,Muq,2 , S, π} and rkq =
{M ′

uq,1
,M ′

uq,2
}.

Finally, KGC sends the secret keys ski, skq to ui, uq, respec-
tively, and sends the re-encryption keys rki, rkq to the crowd
server.

3) PPTM.IndexEnc(ski, Bi). Given a binary vector Bi of
vehicular worker ui, ui performs the following operations to
build index for task matching.
� Step 1: Firstly, ui extends the n-dimensional binary vector
Bi = (Bi,n1 , Bi,n2) = (bi,1, bi,2, . . . , bi,n1 , ∗, . . . , ∗)
to a 2n-dimensional binary vector B′i =
(b′i,1, b

′
i,2, . . . , b

′
i,2j−1, b

′
i,2j , . . . , b

′
i,2n), which can be

set as follows.

b′i,2j−1 =

{
bi,j , j ∈ [1, n1]

0, j ∈ (n1, n].
(1)

b′i,2j =

{
0, j ∈ [1, n1]

1, j ∈ (n1, n].
(2)

� Step 2: Next, ui constructs an n-dimensional vector Bi,
whose elements can be set as shown in 3.

bi,j =

{
0, j ∈ [1, n1]

qj , j ∈ (n1, n].
(3)

� Step 3: Then, ui further extends B′i to a (3n+ 4)-
dimensional vector B̂i = (αB′i, αBi, α, α|Bi,n1 |2, rb, 0),
where α, rb are one-time random positive numbers.

� Step 4: After that, ui permutes B̂i to another (3n+ 4)-
dimensional vector B̃i = π(B̂i).

� Step 5: For each vector B̃i, ui splits it into two random

vectors as {B̃a
i , B̃

b
i }. For z from 1 to 3n+ 4, ui sets each

elements as shown in 4.⎧⎨⎩B̃a
i [z] = B̃b

i [z] = B̃i[z], S[z] = 0

B̃a
i [z] + B̃b

i [z] = B̃i[z], S[z] = 1.
(4)

� Step 6: Finally, ui encrypts {B̃a
i , B̃

b
i } as ˜CBi

=

{MT
ui,1

B̃a
i ,M

T
ui,2

B̃b
i }. Thus, the interests of vehicular

workers can be encrypted as {˜CBi
}m′i=1, where m′ de-

notes the number of aggregated collections B, here m′ <

m. Then, the vehicular workers upload the ciphertexts
{˜CBi

}m′i=1 to the crowd server along with his/her identity
ui.

4) PPTM.IndexTran(rki,˜CBi
). Once receiving the cipher-

text˜CBi
from the vehicular workerui, the crowd server first finds

the corresponding re-encryption key rki, and then re-encrypts
the ciphertext˜CBi

as shown in 5.

CBi
= {M ′T

ui,1
MT

ui,1
B̃a

i ,M
′T
ui,2

MT
ui,2

B̃b
i }

= {MT
1 B̃a

i ,M
T
2 B̃b

i }.
(5)

Finally, the ciphertext ofui’s vector˜CBi
can be transformed to

CBi
. According to the interests of vehicular workers, the crowd

server stores the searchable indices {CBi
}m′i=1 for task matching.

5) PPTM.TrapGen(skq, Q). Given a secret key skq , a task
requester uq specifies an n-dimensional keyword-based binary
vector of requirement as Q = (q1, q2, . . . , qn), and a Jaccard
similarity threshold θ. Then, uq generates a corresponding trap-
door as follows.
� Step 1: Task requester uq first extends n-dimensional

binary vector Q to a 2n-dimensional vector Q′ =
(q′1, q

′
2 · · · , q′2n−1, q

′
2n), whose entries can be set as follows.{

q′2i−1 = qi, i ∈ [1, n]

q′2i = q2
i , i ∈ [1, n].

(6)

� Step 2: Next, uq further extends Q′ to
a (3n+ 4)-dimensional vector Q̂ = ((1 +
θ)βQ′,−θβQ,−θβ|Q|2,−θβ, 0, rq), where β, rq are
one-time random positive numbers.

� Step 3: Then, uq permutes Q̂ to another (3n+ 4)-
dimensional vector as Q̃ = π(Q̂) by using the same per-
mutation π.

� Step 4: For the permuted vector Q̃, uq splits it into two
vectors as {Q̃a, Q̃b}. For z from 1 to 3n+ 4, uq sets each
entries as shown in 7.⎧⎨⎩Q̃a[z] + Q̃b[z] = Q̃[z], S[z] = 0

Q̃a[z] = Q̃b[z] = Q̃[z], S[z] = 1.
(7)

� Step 5: Finally, with the secret key skq , uq encrypts

{Q̃a, Q̃b} as {M−1
uq,1

Q̃a,M−1
uq,2

Q̃b}. In this case, the trap-
door of the keyword-based binary vector can be denoted as

T̃Q = {M−1
uq,1

Q̃a,M−1
uq,2

Q̃b}. Subsequently, uq submits the

trapdoor T̃Q to the crowd server along with his/her identity
uq .

6) PPTM.TrapTran(rkq, T̃Q). Once receiving the trapdoor
T̃Q from the task requester uq, the crowd server first finds
the requester’s re-encryption key rkq , and then re-encrypts the
trapdoor as shown in 8.

TQ = {M ′
uq,1

M−1
uq,1

Q̃a,M ′
uq,2

M−1
uq,2

Q̃b}

= {M−1
1 Q̃a,M−1

2 Q̃b}.
(8)
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7) PPTM.Query({CBi
}m′i=1, TQ). With the transformative

trapdoor TQ, the crowd server executes the task matching op-
erations for each transformative index CBi

and checks whether
the keyword-based binary vector matches the task requirement
as follows.
� Step 1: The crowd server first calculates the inner product

of TQ and CBi
as shown in 9.

CBi
◦ TQ = {MT

1 B̃a
i ,M

T
2 B̃b

i } ◦ {M−1
1 Q̃a,M−1

2 Q̃b}

= {MT
1 B̃a

i ,M
T
2 B̃b

i }T {M−1
1 Q̃a,M−1

2 Q̃b}

= B̃a
i

T
Q̃a + B̃b

i

T

Q̃b

= B̃i ◦ Q̃.

(9)

� Step 2: After calculating the value of CBi
◦ TQ, the crowd

server outputs ΛQ = 1 if CBi
◦ TQ ≥ 0, which means the

corresponding interest is similar to the task requirement,
and the crowd server addsCBi

to the query result inR; oth-
erwise, the crowd server outputs 0. Meanwhile, the crowd
server filters the collection B with the same prefix. Next,
the crowd server chooses another transformative index and
repeats the task matching process.

� Step 3: Then, the crowd server obtains the query resultR =
{CBi

|PPTM.Query(CBi
, TQ) = 1}. The query result R

shows that the Jaccard similarity between the worker’s
interest and the task requirement is not less than θ. That is,
if the inner product CBi

◦ TQ ≥ 0, the vehicular worker ui

satisfies the interest constraint.
� Step 4: Finally, the crowd server acquires a series of ve-

hicular workers {u1, u2, . . . , ut} whose encrypted binary
vectors satisfy PPTM.Query(CBi

, TQ) = 1 (i ∈ [1, t]),
where t is the number of preselected workers based on
the interest constraint, and t < m.

B. Location-Based PPTM

Although interest-based PPTM can find vehicular workers
who have common interests, it still cannot identify vehicular
workers in the acceptable distance to complete the task. As
shown in Fig. 4(b), the location of the task requester may locate
inside or outside the bounding area of vehicular workers. If
the location of a task requester is inside the bounding area of
vehicular workers, we should compare the Euclidean distances
between the bounding points and the requester’s location, and
check whether the Euclidean distances are less than or equal
to the threshold δ. Otherwise, we compare the Euclidean dis-
tances between the bounding points on the nearest side and the
requester’s location.

Obviously, we can utilize the same encryption mechanism
proposed in the interest-based PPTM to protect the location
privacy and achieve location-based task matching. Therefore,
the key idea of location-based PPTM is to check whether the
Euclidean distance between the vehicular worker’s location and
the requester’s location is less than or equal to the threshold δ in
the ciphertext.

In specific, we assume that the location Lw of a vehicular
worker ui is (xw, yw), and the location Lq of the task requester
uq is (xq, yq). Then, ui extends Lw to a (3n+ 4)-dimensional
vector L̂w = (rlxw, rlyw,−rl(x2

w + y2
w), rl, rl, 0, . . . , 0),

where rl is an one-time random positive number. Accord-
ingly, uq extends Lq to a (3n+ 4)-dimensional vector
L̂q = (2r′lxq, 2r′lyq, r

′
l,−r′l(x2

q + y2
q), r

′
lδ

2, 0, . . . , 0), where r′l
is also an one-time random positive number. Then, by using the
same permutation π, the extended vectors L̂w and L̂q can be
permuted as L̃w and L̃q , respectively. After that, by executing
the same operations of PPTM.IndexEnc,PPTM.IndexTran
and PPTM.TrapGen,PPTM.TrapTran, the crowd server
obtains the ciphertexts of L̂w and L̂q as follows.

CLw
= {MT

1 L̃a
w,M

T
2 L̃b

w}, (10)

CLq
= {M−1

1 L̃a
q ,M

−1
2 L̃b

q}. (11)

Similarly, as shown in 9, we have CLw
◦ CLq

= L̃w ◦ L̃q .

Since L̃w and L̃q are permuted by the same permutation π,
we have L̃w ◦ L̃q = L̂w ◦ L̂q . Then, the equation CLw

◦ CLq
=

L̂w ◦ L̂q holds. Therefore, according to the inner product of the
encrypted vectors CLw

and CLq
, the crowd server can check

whether the Euclidean distance between the locations of ui and
uq is less than or equal to δ as shown in 12.

CLw
◦ CLq

= L̂w ◦ L̂q

= rlr
′
l(2xwxq + 2ywyq − x2

w

− x2
q − y2

w − y2
q + δ2)

= rlr
′
l

(
δ2 − d2(Lw, Lq)

)
. (12)

As a result, the crowd server can check whether ui’s location
is acceptable by calculating CLw

◦ CLq
. Due to rlr

′
l > 0, if

CLw
◦ CLq

≥ 0, then d2(Lw, Lq) ≤ δ2, the crowd server adds
the vehicular worker’s identity ui to the final result and allocates
the task to ui who simultaneously satisfies the interest constraint
and the location constraint; otherwise, the crowd server chooses
another worker inR and repeats the above processes.

C. Correctness Analysis

Here, we analyze the correctness of both interest-based PPTM
and location-based PPTM. Based on the Definition 3, we have
the following theorem about the correctness of interest-based
PPTM.

Theorem 1 (Correctness of Interest-based PPTM): Assume
that Bi ◦Q+ |Q|2 + |Bi,n1 |2 > B′i ◦Q′ holds, for the interest-
based PPTM, PPTM.Query(CBi

, TQ)→ ΛQ = 1 is correct if
and only if CBi

◦ TQ ≥ 0.
Proof: Since both ui and uq use the same permutation π to

permute B̂i and Q̂, we have B̃i ◦ Q̃ = B̂i ◦ Q̂. Based on the 9,
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we have

CBi
◦ TQ

= B̃i ◦ Q̃
= B̂i ◦ Q̂
= (1 + θ)αβB′i ◦Q′ − θαβBi ◦Q− θαβ|Q|2 − θαβ|Bi,n1 |2

= αβ
(
(1 + θ)B′i ◦Q′ − θBi ◦Q− θ|Q|2 − θ|Bi,n1 |2

)
.

Due to α > 0 and β > 0, we have the following state-
ment. If CBi

◦ TQ ≥ 0, then (1 + θ)B′i ◦Q′ − θBi ◦Q−
θ|Q|2 − θ|Bi,n1 |2 ≥ 0. Since the assumption Bi ◦Q+ |Q|2 +
|Bi,n1 |2 > B′i ◦Q′ holds, we have

B′i ◦Q′
Bi ◦Q+ |Q|2 + |Bi,n1 |2 −B′i ◦Q′

≥ θ. (13)

Considering that on the one hand

B′i ◦Q′

=
2n∑
j=1

b′i,jq
′
j

=

n1∑
j=1

(b′i,2j−1q
′
2j−1 + b′i,2jq

′
2j) +

n∑
j=n1+1

(b′i,2j−1q
′
2j−1 + b′i,2jq

′
2j)

=

n1∑
j=1

bi,jqj +

n∑
j=n1+1

qjqj

= (bi,1, . . . , bi,n1 , qn1+1, . . . , qn) ◦ (q1, . . . , qn1 , qn1+1, . . . , qn)

= (Bi,n1 , Qn2) ◦Q
= B̃i,max ◦Q.

On the other hand

Bi ◦Q+ |Q|2 + |Bi,n1 |2

= (0, . . . , 0, qn1+1, . . . , qn) ◦ (q1, q2, . . . , qn) + |Q|2 + |B2
i,n1
|

= |Bi,n1 |2 + |Qn2 |2 + |Q|2

= |B̃i,max|2 + |Q|2.
Therefore, we have

B′i ◦Q′
Bi ◦Q+ |Q|2 + |Bi,n1 |2 −B′i ◦Q′

=
B̃i,max ◦Q

|B̃i,max|2 + |Q|2 − B̃i,max ◦Q
= J(B̃i,max, Q).

(14)

Based on the 13 and 14, we have J(B̃i,max, Q) ≥ θ. According

to the Definition 3, J(B̃i,max, Q) is the maximal Jaccard sim-
ilarity between Q and the binary vectors in the collection B. If
J(B̃i,max, Q) ≥ θ, there exists at least one binary vector B̃ ∈ B
such that J(B̃,Q) ≥ θ, which means ΛQ = 1 holds. Therefore,
the correctness of interest-based PPTM is demonstrated.

Similarly, we have the following theorem about the correct-
ness of location-based PPTM.

Theorem 2 (Correctness of Location-based PPTM): Given
the encrypted locations CLw

and CLq
of the vehicu-

lar worker ui and the task requester uq, the algorithm
PPTM.Query(CLw

, CLq
)→ Λq = 1 is correct if and only if

CLw
◦ CLq

≥ 0.
Proof: Note that location-based PPTM also designed by us-

ing STPE, we have

Λq =

{
1, d(Lw, Lq) ≤ δ

0, otherwise.
(15)

As shown in 12, we have

CLw
◦ CLq

= rlr
′
l

(
δ2 − d2(Lw, Lq)

)
.

Since rl and r′l are one-time positive numbers, if
CLw

◦ CLq
≥ 0, we have d2(Lw, Lq) ≤ δ2. Therefore,

PPTM.Query(CLw
, CLq

)→ Λq = 1 is correct if and only if
CLw

◦ CLq
≥ 0.

VII. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security of our PPTM con-
cerning the threat model and security requirements mentioned
in Section III.

1) Security of PPTM under the KPA model: In the KPA model,
the crowd server observes several plaintext-ciphertext pairs and
attempts to obtain the secret keys ski and skq to decrypt other
ciphertexts.

Theorem 3: PPTM can protect index confidentiality and trap-
door confidentiality under the KPA model.

Proof: As we described in the threat model, in the CPA model,
the crowd server owns more information than that in the KPA
model. That is, if PPTM is secure under the CPA model, it can
also defend against KPA. Thus, we skip the security proof under
the KPA model and focus on the security proof under the CPA
model.

2) Security of PPTM under the CPA model: In the CPA model,
the crowd server can select several plaintexts and obtain the cor-
responding ciphertexts, and has oracle access to the encryption
process.

Theorem 4: PPTM can protect index confidentiality and trap-
door confidentiality under the CPA model.

Proof: 1) Index confidentiality: Considering that the in-
dex confidentiality in the CPA model, the crowd server can
derive a number of encrypted values {B̃i}m′i=1 and the cor-
responding aggregated binary vector Bi ∈ B. Without the
splitting vector S, permutation π, and the aggregated met-
ric, the crowd server cannot recover the secret key ski =
{Mui,1 ,Mui,2}. On the one hand, in our PPTM.IndexEnc,

Bi will be extended to a (3n+ 4)-dimensional vector B̂i =
(αB′i, αBi, α, α|Bi,n1 |2, rb, 0), where α, rb are one-time ran-
dom positive numbers. The security of one-time randomness is
equivalent to the security of the one-time pad encryption, which
can perform perfect security and ensure the ciphertext˜CBi

be a
random vector to the crowd server.
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On the other hand, the crowd server cannot obtain the exact
solution to address the linear equations created by the vehicular

worker as ˜Ca
Bi

= MT
1 B̃a

i and ˜Cb
Bi

= MT
2 B̃b

i , where both M1

and M2 are unknown to the crowd server, and the secret key
ski = {Mui,1 ,Mui,2} is different for each workers. Theoreti-

cally speaking, there are 2(3n+ 4) unknowns in B̃a
i and B̃b

i ,
and 2(3n+ 4)2 unknowns in M1 and M2. However, it only
exists 2(3n+ 4) equations that are far less than the number
of unknowns. Hence, the crowd server cannot launch a linear
analysis attack with the gained information in the CPA model.

Since the construction of location-based PPTM is similar to
the interest-based PPTM, the crowd server only knows whether
the inner product of CLw

and CLq
is negative or positive, which

indicates that the Euclidean distance between the vehicular
worker and the task requester is greater than or within the
threshold δ, but has no idea about the key information about
Lw, Lq or Lw ◦ Lq . Therefore, the confidentiality of locations
also can be protected.

2) Trapdoor confidentiality: Note that the trapdoor generation
in the PPTM.TrapGen is similar to the index construction in
the PPTM.IndexEnc, it can also protect the confidentiality of
the trapdoor with the property of both learning with error and
randomness under the CPA model. Since the binary vector Q
is extended to Q̂ = ((1 + θ)βQ′,−θβQ,−θβ|Q|2,−θβ, 0, rq),
where β and rq are one-time random numbers, the ciphertext T̃Q

is a random vector to the crowd server. In addition, the trapdoor
is concealed by the random permutation π and the splitting
vector S. Without S and π, the private content of the trapdoor
cannot be disclosed, i.e., the confidentiality of the trapdoor can
be guaranteed. �

Theorem 5: PPTM can achieve index unlinkability and trap-
door unlinkability under the CPA model.

Proof: 1) Index unlinkability: Suppose binary vectors
Bi, Bj ∈ B are two interest representations, and Bi and Bj

have different prefixes and suffixes, we have Pr[Bi = Bj ] =
1

C
n1
n C

n2
n

. Note that the randomized indexes constructed in the
PPTM.IndexEnc can be realized in three aspects: (i) One-time
randomness; (ii) Random permutation; (iii) Random segmenta-
tion.

(i) One-time randomness: Given two binary vector
B0, B1 ∈ B, where B = {B̃|B̃ ∈ {0, 1}n, B̃n1 = Bn1 , B̃n2 ∈
{∗}n2}. As shown in step 3 in the PPTM.IndexEnc,
two binary vectors B0 and B1 are extended to
B̂0 = (α0B

′
0, α0B0, α0, α0|B0,n1 |2, rb,0, 0) and B̂1 =

(α1B
′
1, α1B1, α1, α1|B1,n1 |2, rb,1, 0), respectively. Since α0,

α1, rb,0, and rb,1 are different one-time random numbers,
the index encryption function is randomized to the crowd
server. That is, Given two binary vectors B0, B1 chosen by the
crowd server, the ciphertexts of B0 and B1 are random to the
crowd server.

(ii) Random permutation: As show in step 4 in the
PPTM.IndexEnc, by using the permutation π, the extended
vectors are permuted as B̃0 = π(B̂0) and B̃1 = π(B̂1). Loosely
speaking, the random permutation π can generate a new ar-
rangement of the elements in B̃0 and B̃1, which can randomly

TABLE III
NOTATIONS FOR COMPARISON ANALYSIS

change the original orders of the extended vectors. Besides, B0

and B1 are two aggregated binary vectors. Without knowing the
aggregated manner, the crowd server cannot infer whether two
workers’ interests are same or contain the same keywords.

(iii) Random segmentation: As show in 4, when the value
of S[z] is equal to 1, both B̃0[z] and B̃1[z] are randomly
split into two values with the sum of these two random

values being the original value, i.e., B̃a
0 [z] + B̃b

0 [z] = B̃0[z]

and B̃a
1 [z] + B̃b

1 [z] = B̃1[z]. Suppose Pr[{B̃a
0 [z], B̃

b
0 [z]} =

{B̃a
1 [z], B̃

b
1 [z]}] = γ for any dimension z where S[z] = 1, we

have Pr[{B̃a
0 , B̃

b
0} = {B̃a

1 , B̃
b
1}] = γs0 , where s0 is the number

of “1” in the bit vector S. Since γ → 0, s0 → 3n+ 4, and
both CB0 and CB1 are constructed by using the algorithm of
PPTM.IndexEnc and PPTM.IndexTran with the same binary
vector (i.e., B0 and B1 have the same prefix and suffix), then we
have

Pr[CB0 = CB1 ] =
1

Cn1
n Cn2

n
· γs0 → 0.

Therefore, given any two plaintexts B0 and B1 chosen by the
crowd server, the ciphertexts of B0 and B1 are random to the
crowd server. Namely, the crowd server cannot distinguish which
binary vector is actually encrypted. Then, the index unlinkability
under the CPA model is demonstrated.

2) Trapdoor unlinkability: Similarly, the trapdoor unlinkabil-
ity also guaranteed by three aspects: (i) One-time randomness;
(ii) Random permutation; (iii) Random segmentation. Since
the effect of one-time randomness and random permutation in
PPTM.TrapGen are similar to the effect in PPTM.IndexEnc,
we skip the analysis here, and mainly focus on analyzing the ran-
dom segmentation in PPTM.TrapGen. Given two requirement
binary vectors Q0 and Q1, as shown in 7, when S[z] is equal to
0, both Q̃0[z] and Q̃1[z] are randomly split into two values, i.e.,

Q̃a
0 [z] + Q̃b

0[z] = Q̃0[z] and Q̃a
1 [z] + Q̃b

1[z] = Q̃1[z]. Suppose

Pr[{Q̃a
0 [z], Q̃

b
0[z]} = {Q̃a

1 [z], Q̃
b
1[z]}] = η for any dimension

z where S[z] = 0, we have Pr[{Q̃a
0 , Q̃

b
0} = {Q̃a

1 , Q̃
b
1}] = ηs1 ,

where s1 is the number of “0” in the bit vectorS. Sinceη → 0 and
s1 → 3n+ 4, we have Pr[TQ0 = TQ1 ]→ 0. Hence, given any
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

Fig. 5. Experimental results of Our PPTM and PPTR [9]. (a), (b) The time cost of IndexEnc. (c), (d) The time cost of IndexTran. (a) n=10. (b) m=1000.
(c) n=10. (d) m=1000.

Fig. 6. (a) The time cost of TrapGen. (b) The time cost of TrapTran.
(a) m=1000. (b) m=1000.

two requirement vectors Q0 and Q1 chosen by the crowd server,
the trapdoors of Q0 and Q1 are random to the crowd server. That
is, the crowd server cannot distinguish which task requirement
is actually encrypted. Therefore, the trapdoor unlinkability is
demonstrated. �

VIII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we analyze the computational complexity of
PPTM and conduct experiments to evaluate the performance
of PPTM.

A. Performance Analysis

The notations used in performance analysis can be referred
in TABLE III. Since the location-based PPTM and the interest-
based PPTM have the same algorithms, the computational cost
of PPTM is twice as much as interest-based PPTM. Therefore,
we only need to focus on the computational cost of interest-
based PPTM. In the PPTM.IndexEnc phase, a vehicular worker
needs to perform two multiplications between a vector and a
matrix (i.e. matrix-vector multiplication), and two matrix-vector

multiplications in the PPTM.IndexTran, which for both of
them cost 2niTV as show in step 6 of PPTM.IndexEnc and
5, where the time taken to perform one matrix-vector multi-
plication is equal to nTV . In the PPTM.TrapGen phase, to
generate a search trapdoor, a task requester needs to perform
two matrix-vector multiplications, which cost 2nTV . Similarly,
in the PPTM.TrapTran phase, the crowd server also needs
to perform two matrix-vector multiplications as shown in 8,
and the time cost of PPTM.TrapTran is also 2nTV . In the
phase of PPTM.Query, the crowd server needs to perform
two inner products of the transformative indexes (i.e., MT

1 B̃a
i

and MT
2 B̃b

i ) and the transformative trapdoors (i.e., M−1
1 Q̃a and

M−1
2 Q̃b) as shown in 9. Hence, the time cost of PPTM.Query

is 2TV .
As shown in TABLE IV, we compare the computational

complexity of PPTM with the existing schemes. Note that
both MSDE [11] and MuED [14] design their protocols based
on the pairing and exponentiation operations, which are time-
consuming. Besides, PPTR [9] also performs key-based hash
operation to protect the confidentiality of keywords, and maps
each worker’s keywords into an ni × (d+ 1)matrix, which also
increases the computational cost in the index encryption phase
and task matching phase. Because it should execute matrix-
matrix multiplication for encrypting worker’s interests and
matrix-vector multiplication for task-worker matching. While
our PPTM utilizes the binary vectors to represent workers’
interests, which only needs to perform matrix-vector multipli-
cation in the index encryption phase and vector-vector inner
product operation in the task matching phase. In addition, we
utilize the aggregation solution to reduce the number of binary
vectors, which also can improve the query performance. What’s
more, PPTM performs the whole algorithm without any pairing,
exponentiation, or hash operations.
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Fig. 7. Experimental results of our PPTM and PPTR [9]. (a), (b) The time cost of Query with different number of vehicular workers and different dimension of
worker’s interest, respectively. (c) The time cost of Query in PPTM with different Jaccard similarity threshold. (a) n=10. (b) m=1000. (c) n=10.

B. Experimental Evaluation

To demonstrate the performance of PPTM, we compare it with
Privacy-Preserving Task Recommendation (PPTR) [9], which
is also a multi-keyword searchable encryption scheme in the
multi-worker multi-requester setting.

1) Dataset and Setup: We conduct experimental simulations
in a synthetic dataset and performance evaluations in a real-
world dataset to test the efficiency of PPTM. The real-world
dataset downloads from MTurk Track [36], which contains large
scale of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). In this dataset, 10000
different HITs are selected to be our tasks to evaluate the perfor-
mance of PPTM, and the keywords of each HIT can be viewed
as task requirements. In the synthetic dataset, there are 10000
vehicular workers, and the size of keyword dictionary is 100,
i.e., m = 10000 and n = 100. The experiments are conducted
on a desktop with 32.00 GB of RAM and an Intel Core E3-1225
v5, CPU @ 3.30 GHz. All of the algorithms are implemented in
JAVA.

2) Experimental Results: We evaluate the performance of
PPTM, and compare it with PPTR [9]. Since bothPPTM.Setup
andPPTM.KeyGen are one-time operations during task match-
ing process, we mainly focus on the execution time cost of
PPTM.IndexEnc, PPTM.IndexTran, PPTM.TrapGen,
PPTM.TrapTran, and PPTM.Query.

Index encryption. In Fig. 5(a), we plot the time cost of
IndexEnc of our PPTM in the different numbers of vehicular
workers where the dimension of the worker’s interest n = 10,
and compare it with PPTR. The IndexEnc of PPTM performs
better than that of PPTR, and both of them are linear with the
number of vehicular workers because the dimension of worker’s
interest is 10, which is a quite low-dimensional operation for
executing index encryption algorithm. From Fig. 5(b), we can
see that the computational cost of encrypting indexes in PPTM
is far less than PPTR. The reason is that the vehicular worker
in PPTM needs to perform matrix-vector multiplication in In-
dexEnc phase, while each index is encrypted by matrix-matrix
multiplication in PPTR. The running time of IndexEnc in
PPTM increases slowly when the dimension of the worker’s
interest varies from 10 to 100. Specifically, when the dimension
of the worker’s interest is 100, the running time of PPTM only
needs 0.65 s for index encryption, which is at least 11× faster
than that of PPTR.

Index transformation. We also evaluate the performance of
index transformation of both PPTM and PPTR. From Fig. 5(c) ,
similar to the index encryption, the time costs of IndexTran
in two schemes increase linearly with the number of vehicular
workers when the dimension of worker’s interest fixes on 10. As
shown in Fig. 5(d), index transformation of PPTM is much more
efficient than that of PPTR, which takes 6.79 s to transform each
index when the dimension of the worker’s interest is 100.

Trapdoor generation. Fig. 6(a) plots the time cost of Trap-
Gen in different dimensions of task requirement with the number
of vehicular workers fixes on 1000. We can observe that the
computational cost ofTrapGen in PPTR increases linearly with
the dimension of task requirement, while the time cost of PPTM
tends to be stable, because each trapdoor generation process
only needs to execute one-time matrix-vector multiplication
in PPTM, and PPTR requires additional keyword-based hash
operations in PPTR.

Trapdoor transformation. In Fig. 6(b), we also draw the run-
ning time of TrapTran with the different dimensions of task
requirement. It shows that both time costs of PPTM and PPTR
are minimally affected by the dimension of task requirement and
quite close to each other, because each trapdoor transformation
process also performs one-time matrix-vector multiplication in
both PPTM and PPTR as shown in 8.

Query. Fig. 7 shows the computational complexity of PPTM
and PPTR with two impacts in the query phase, i.e., the number
of vehicular workers m and the dimension of the worker’s
interest n. In addition, we evaluate the query performance of
PPTM with different Jaccard similarity threshold θ. As shown
in Fig. 7(a), the time cost of Query increases tardily with
the number of vehicular workers in PPTM, and that of PPTR
increases linearly. The running time of Query in PPTM over
10000 vehicular workers is 56 ms, and the time cost of PPTR re-
quires 111 ms, which is about 2× larger than that of PPTM. Since
the aggregation method can significantly reduce the number of
vehicular workers, even the dimension of task interest is lower
to 10, the query performance of PPTM is more efficient than that
of PPTR. Fig. 7(b) demonstrates that the time cost of Query in
PPTM increases at a slowing pace with different dimensions of
worker’s interest when the number of vehicular workers fixes on
1000. The query time of PPTR increases rapidly, which reaches
up to 2,289 ms when the dimension of the worker’s interest
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is 100. The reason is that PPTR executes two matrix-vector
multiplications for task matching, while PPTM performs two
vector-vector multiplications. When the dimension of worker’s
interest in PPTR exceeds 80, the computational complexity of
PPTR is exponential growth. Meanwhile, Fig. 7(c) plots the time
cost of PPTM.Query on the MTurk Track dataset varying with
m and θ. It shows that the time cost of PPTM.Query decreases
as the Jaccard similarity threshold increases. For example, the
time cost of PPTM.Query over the real-world dataset is only
8 ms when θ = 0.9 and m = 10000, and the time cost of query
is about 46 ms when θ = 0.5 and m = 10000. For the Jaccard
similarity threshold θ, the number of vehicular workers who are
suitable for the task requirement can be pruned when θ increases.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient and privacy-
preserving task matching (PPTM) scheme with threshold simi-
larity search through vehicular crowdsourcing. For the interest
matching, we have exploited binary vectors to represent task
requirements and vehicular worker’s interest and designed an
interest-based PPTM with Jaccard similarity search. Mean-
while, to achieve spatial crowdsourcing, we have presented a
location-based PPTM with Euclidean distance similarity search.
By leveraging the techniques of matrix decomposition and
proxy re-encryption, PPTM supports multi-keyword search in
the multi-requester multi-worker setting. Extensive experiments
show that PPTM achieves efficient task matching in the spatial
interest-based vehicular crowdsourcing applications. For the
future work, we will design a dynamic task matching scheme
with the spatiotemporal information of both workers and tasks
by utilizing vehicular crowdsourcing.
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